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ABSTRACT

With the goal of improving effective management of the Palau PAN, the Palau International Coral Reef Center
in partnership with the Palau Pan Coordinators, convened a workshop to:
1. Update PAN coordinators on the process and progress of developing PAN strategic plan and systemwide management plan, and how these plans are linked to the capacity-building plan;
2. Identify the gaps and needs, overlapping as well as non-overlapping, between states’ PAN site
management planning goals and objectives, and the current capacity of states to meet expectations
articulated in management plans;
3. Identify possible activities to address gaps and needs through the development of capacity building
programs (state, institutional and individual);
4. To clarify the roles of partner agencies in developing and implementing a PAN capacity building
program, considering each agency’s area of expertise; and
5. To produce a draft 3 to 5 year strategic plan for building capacity for effective PAN management (vision,
strategic goals, and objectives).
Facilitated by Sustainable Decisions (SD), the workshop was held at the Palau International Coral Reef Center
(PICRC) on November 20-21 and attended by 27 total participants, including state PAN coordinators, technical
partners and governors (see attached participants list). Technical partners included the PCoRIE (Palau Coral
Reef Islands Ecosystem), Palau Community College (PCC), the PAN office (PANO), the Palau Conservation
Society (PCS) and The Nature Conservancy (TNC). In addition to PAN coordinators from 11 PAN sites, the
workshop’s presenters included:
• Mr. Tadashi Kimura (Japan Wildlife Research Center/PCoRIE);
• Ms. Geraldine Rengiil, Ms. Marine Gouezo, and Mr. Lincoln Rehm (PICRC/P-CoRIE);
• Ms. Mailee Andreas (PCC-CE/P-CoRIE);
• Mr. King Sam (PANO Office).
PAN coordinators collaborated with partner agencies and governors to discuss capacity gaps and needs. PAN
states came away from the workshop with an action strategy and next steps for building PAN management
capacity over the next four years. Priority areas for capacity building include management planning,
enforcement, outreach, monitoring, and data management.
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OVERVIEW
The Republic of Palau, located in the western Pacific as part of a region known as Micronesia, established a
framework for a national protected areas network (PAN) in 2003, which is now made up of 15 of Palau’s 16
states. The network aims to effectively conserve more than 20% terrestrial and 30% near shore marine
resources, the conservation targets for the Micronesia Challenge. With the goal of improving effective
management of the Palau PAN, the Palau International Coral Reef Center in partnership with the PAN Office,
convened a workshop as a part of Palau Coral Reef Island Ecosystem project (P-CoRIE) to:
1. Update PAN coordinators on the process and progress of the development of the PAN strategic plan
and system-wide management plan, and how these plans are linked to the capacity-building plan;
2. Identify the gaps and needs, overlapping as well as non-overlapping, between states’ PAN site
management planning goals and objectives, and the current capacity of states to meet expectations
articulated in management plans;
3. Identify possible activities to address gaps and needs through the development of capacity building
programs (state, institutional and individual);
4. To clarify the role of partner agencies (PANO, PICRC, BMR, TNC, PCC, etc.) in developing and
implementing a PAN capacity building program, considering each agency’s area of expertise; and
5. To produce a draft 3 to 5 year strategic plan for building capacity for effective PAN management (vision,
strategic goals, and objectives).
The workshop was held at the Palau International Coral Reef Center (PICRC) on November 20-21 and attended
by 16 total participants, including state PAN coordinators, technical partners and governors (see attached
participants list). Technical partners included the Palau Community College (PCC), the PAN office (PANO), the
Palau Conservation Society (PCS) and The Nature Conservancy (TNC). In addition to PAN coordinators from 11
PAN sites, the workshop’s presenters included:
•
•
•
•

Mr. Tadashi Kimura (Japan Wildlife Research Center/ PCoRIE);
Ms. Geraldine Rengiil, Ms. Marine Gouezo, and Mr. Lincoln Rehm (PICRC/ P-CoRIE);
Ms. Mailee Andreas (PCC-CE/ P-CoRIE); and,
Mr. King Sam (PAN Office).

Tiare Holm, Sustainable Decisions (SD) served as the lead workshop facilitator, with support from King Sam,
Marine Gouezo, and Lincoln Rehm. Workshop minutes were recorded by Ikertang Tellei and Dawnette
Olsudong.
Three components of the workshop where designed to 1) draw expertise and experience from state PAN
coordinators and staff, 2) gain commitment for collaboration from technical partners, and 3) seek advice and
endorsement from state governors.
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During the first component participants agreed to the workshop objectives as well as the following outputs:
1. Increased awareness in PAN Coordinators and partner agencies regarding the process and progress of
the development of the PAN strategic plan and system-wide management plan, and how these plans
are linked to the capacity-building plan;
2. A completed matrix that clarifies overlapping and non-overlapping gaps and needs;
3. Prioritized capacity building activities including workshops and training;
4. A completed matrix that clarifies which partner agencies will collaborate with the PAN network to
implement priority capacity building activities;
5. A draft of strategy composed of synthesized results from the aforementioned matrixes.
Participants then heard from the National PAN Coordinator, Mr. King Sam, who provided an update of the
status of PAN and the results of the PAN Assessment of Management Effectiveness (PAME) process, which is
used to evaluate the management effectiveness of the Palau PAN. The PAME process has resulted in a greater
understanding of PAN site management effectiveness and developing trends.
An example of positive developing trends was highlighted in a summary of the recent study on MPA
management effectiveness, conducted by National Geographic, which concluded that there is little to no
difference in coral cover within and outside of most marine protected areas (MPAs). MPAs, however, tend to
have greater fish biomass. It was further concluded that this is largely due to increased enforcement of MPAs
in PAN sites, therefore PAN site MPA management is effectively conserving fish biomass within PAN site MPAs.
The PAN strategic plan and PAME evaluation process is designed to address five levels of MPA management
needs.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Initiation
Establishment
Implementation
Sustainability
institutionalization

The PAME process assigns a passing grade of 75% and above, which most PAN sites scored above. The process
identified some questions and developing issues in the network including:
1. How do we know biophysical and socio-economic monitoring is working in PAN sites and across the
network?
2. Should states increase sustainable financing activities such as generating tourism revenues and penalty
fees?
3. With appropriate legislation, rules and regulations lacking in many sites it is unclear whether PAN
enforcement officers are unable to issue valid citations.
4. Is there adequate stakeholder engagement and community support for PAN sites?
5. Most sites do not have standard operating procedures (SOPs) so conservation officers are unsure of
what to do, particularly when there is an incident that requires enforcement action.
6. Many sites do not have uniform ranking, duties and responsibilities in place.
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An institutional capacity building strategic plan for the PANO has been developed. A PAN Organizational Chart
has also been drafted and currently the office houses four employees.
After hearing from presenters, participants worked in site-based groups to identify the existing gaps and needs
for each PAN site, then reported back to one another for further discussion. After identifying common gaps
and needs, the workshop began its second component during which partner agencies were asked for advice
and feedback regarding opportunities to collaborate to build PAN capacity. Upon agreement, partner
agencies collaborated with PAN coordinators to undertake the third workshop component, presenting the
strategy to governors for their advice and endorsement.
During discussions between PAN coordinators, partners, and governors the following additional issues and
ideas emerged:
1. Guam Fish and Wildlife conservation officers training program that takes place over a three month
period, usually during the summer months. The training cost is approximately $10,000 per
participant and graduates receive certification as well as training in standard operating procedures in
conservation law enforcement. It was agreed that participation in this program could be used to
reward PAN conservation officers that show special dedication and promise.
2. It was agreed that a strategic incentive could be to implement a program within PAN sites, as well as
across the network, to acknowledge PAN conservation “officers of the month” and “officers of the
year” for each state and for PAN as a whole.
3. Professional incentives also include PAN conservation officers earning certificates through training by
PCC and the PANO. This kind of formal certification can enhance professionalism, opportunities and
individual resumes.
4. There is a lack of clarity and standardization regarding whether states are considering or developing
state-based databases?
5. GPS/GIS/ mapping training may be important for reporting in some states, therefore opportunities for
GIS training targeted at state conservation staff are needed.
6. Some states also expressed the need for a state-based grants office.
7. Additional Areas for capacity includes strengthening skills for management planning, especially
because of upcoming reviews of many PAN site management plans.
8. Technical agencies also expressed that many coordinators have communicated the need to build
human resource management skills. This includes team and time management as well as personnel
management.
9. It is important to stay mindful of the need to evaluate the capacity building strategic plan and
programs in 4 years. Indicators for success will be necessary for effective evaluation.
Agreed next steps included:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Gain commitment from states for the capacity building plan and activities
Develop a more comprehensive strategy
Develop cost estimates and provisional budgets along with finance options
Plan for evaluation of the capacity building plan
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The outputs of these sessions are attached (see appendices 1 - 6) and summarized in the matrix shown as
Diagram A.
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Diagram A: Summary of PAN Capacity Gaps, Needs, and Partner Roles
Management level

State

Rules and regulations

PANO

Enforcement

Coordination between state
and national

PANO

MPA MGMT and
Planning

Coordination between site
manager and the
board/advisory council and
governor (MPA MGMT)

PANO

MPA MGMT and
Planning

Clarify roles, management
planning and
implementation
Monitoring protocol and
plan

Report writing

PANO

Equipment maintenance

PCC

Data analysis

PICRC

Policies and procedures

PANO

Enforcement

SOP

PANO

Reporting and
Communication

Presentation skills (including
power point use)

PCC

Marine Monitoring Skills Marine Monitoring training
Equipment & Materials
SCUBA equipment
Maintenance training and
Equipment & Materials
plan

Character-building

How to be a role model, gain
more respect and
recognition
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AGs Office,
Governors’
Association,
PCS, Ministry
of Justice,
Traditional
Chiefs

PICRC

PCC

Reporting and
Communication
Equipment and
Materials
Reporting and
Communication, Marine
Monitoring Skills
Enforcement

Support
Partners

PANO

Education Officer,
development of
educational/outreach plans

Education and Outreach

Conservation
Officers Individual

Lead Partner

Enforcement

MPA MGMT and
Planning

PAN Coordinators
Agency

NEEDS

GAPS

PICRC
PANO
PCC
PANO, PAN
Coordinators
and
Governors

MNRET, BNM,
PCS, PREL,
RARE, MC,
PALARIS

Fish &
Wildlife, MOJ,
PCS, PANO,
PCC, MCCA,
PNYC
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APPENDIX 1. WORKSHOP ANNOUNCEMENT/INVITATION

October 27, 2014

The Honorable _______________
Governor, _____________ State
Republic of Palau 96940
Dear Governor ____________________:
Alii from Palau International Coral Reef Center. At PICRC, we collaborate with various Institutions to conduct trainings
about marine conservation and management. One such collaboration is the PAN Conservation Officer Course which took
place in August 2014. The Pilot Course was built to educate and provide the technical skills needed to conduct ecological
monitoring of marine ecosystems for PAN Conservation Officers. This was made possible by a tripartite agreement
entered to by PICRC, PANO and PCC.
Upon evaluating this Pilot Study, an issue was brought to our attention on the needs of not only the PAN Conservation
Officers but also with PAN Site Managers and/or Coordinators. We (PICRC, PCC & PANO) have decided to conduct a
two-day workshop to open a constructive dialogue between all PAN Incorporated State Managers/Coordinators to discuss
their needs and priorities and to decide on the goals of future potential trainings.
Therefore, we come to you today asking for your PAN Site Coordinator/Manager to attend the first day of the workshop
on November 20, 2014. If it is possible, we request a meeting with you or your designee to attend the second day of the
workshop, November 21 where the action plans prepared by your State PAN Coordinator will be discussed and approved.
Please inform our office if you will be able to attend and also provide the name of the PAN Manager/Coordinator or
Conservation Officer that will be attending.
We applaud your leadership together with the _______________ State Government on being great supporters in the
protection of our marine resources. It is through collaborations such as this that PICRC is able to fulfil its mission and
thank you for that.
Sincerely,

Yimnang Golbuu, Ph.D.
CEO, PICRC
xc: PANO, PCC-CE
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APPENDIX 2. PARTICIPANT LIST
List of attendees for Day 1 and Day 2
Name

State/Agency

Day 1

Day 2

Participant
Asailee Yamada

Kayangel State

X

-

Clarence Polloi

Airai State

X

X

Irving Dwight

Ngardmau State

X

-

Kevin Mesebeluu

Melekeok State

X

Lorraine Kloulubak

Ngiwal State

X

-

Princess Blailes

Koror State

X

-

Rosania Victor

Hatohobei State

X

-

Tekau Teriong

Airai State

X

-

Verano Ngirkelau

Ngchesar State

X

-

Jerome Temengil

Ngaraard State

-

X

Hercules Emilio

Hatohobei State

X

-

Jennifer Olegeriil

Koror State

-

X (for State Governor)

Wanda Adolf

Airai State

-

X (for State Governor)

Ellender Ngirameketii

Ngiwal State

-

X

Isaac Bai

Ngaraard State

-

X

Jeffrey Titiml

Kayangel State

-

X

Thomas Patris

Hatohobei State

X

-

X (for State Governor)

Technical Agency
Steven Victor

The Nature Conservancy (TNC)

-

X

Percy Rechelluul

Bureau of Marine Resource (BMR)

-

X

Joyce Beouch

Palau Conservation Society (PCS)

-

X

Nobuaki Matsui

JICA Office Palau

-
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King Sam

Protected Areas Network Office (PANO)

X

X

Mailee Andreas

Palau Community College Continuing
Education (PCC-CE)

X

X

Tadashi Kimura

Palau Coral Reef Island Ecosystem Project
(PCoRIE)

X

X

Dr. Seiji Nakaya

Palau Coral Reef Island Ecosystem Project
(PCoRIE)

X

X

Dr. Yimnang Golbuu

Palau International Coral Reef Center (PICRC)

-

X

Marine Gouezo

Palau International Coral Reef Center (PICRC)

X

X

Lincoln Rehm

Palau International Coral Reef Center (PICRC)

X

X

Shirley Koshiba

Palau International Coral Reef Center (PICRC)

X

X

Geraldine Rengiil

Palau International Coral Reef Center (PICRC)
18

20

Total
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APPENDIX 3. WORKSHOP OBJECTIVES AND AGENDA
Workshop Objectives
1. Update PAN coordinators on the process and progress of the development of the PAN strategic plan
and system-wide management plan, and how these plans are linked to the capacity-building plan;
2. Identify the gaps and needs, overlapping as well as non-overlapping, between states’ PAN site
management planning goals and objectives, and the current capacity of states to meet expectations
articulated in management plans;
3. Identify possible activities to address gaps and needs through the development of capacity building
programs (state, institutional and individual);
4. To clarify the role of partner agencies (PANO, PICRC, BMR, TNC, PCC, etc.) in developing and
implementing a PAN capacity building program, considering each agency’s area of expertise; and
5. To produce a draft 3 to 5 year strategic plan for building capacity for effective PAN management (vision,
strategic goals, and objectives).
Expected Workshop Outputs
1. Increased awareness in PAN Coordinators and partner agencies regarding the process and progress of
the development of the PAN strategic plan and system-wide management plan, and how these plans
are linked to the capacity-building plan;
2. A completed matrix that clarifies overlapping and non-overlapping gaps and needs;
3. Prioritized capacity building activities including workshops and training;
4. A completed matrix that clarifies which partner agencies will collaborate with the PAN network to
implement priority capacity building activities;
5. A draft of strategy composed of synthesized results from the aforementioned matrixes.
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Session 3: Identify common gaps, needs and timeframe

Coffee break

2:30PM-3:00PM

LUNCH (provided)

Coffee break
2-2. Identify gaps and needs of capacity building on the
following components:
The following components can be used as a guide to fill in the
matrix:
- MPA Management and planning
- Marine Monitoring skills
- Education and Outreach
- Equipment & Materials
- Transport
- Reporting and Communication
- Enforcement
(break out groups, report back and fill in the matrix on screen)

1:00PM- 2:00PM
~90min

12:00PM-1:00PM

~15-30min

~50min

9:45AM-12:00PM

ASPC (Mr. J. Temengil), PANO (Mr. King Sam), PICRC (Mr. Lincoln Rehm, Ms. Shirley Koshiba, Ms.
Geraldine Rengiil, P-CoRIE (Mr. T. Kimura), PCC (Ms. Mailee Andreas), PAN Coordinators (PANCs)
and Conservation Officers (COs)
Facilitated by Ms. Tiare Holm
Same people as above

PANO (Mr. King Sam), PICRC (Mr. Lincoln Rehm, Ms. Shirley Koshiba, Ms. Geraldine Rengiil, PCoRIE (Mr. T. Kimura), PCC (Ms. Mailee Andreas), PAN Coordinators (PANCs) and Conservation
Officers (COs)

PAN Cs/Cos

Facilitated by Ms. Tiare Holm
Presentation by Mr. King Sam (PANO)
PANO (Mr. King Sam), PICRC (Mr. Lincoln Rehm, Ms. Shirley Koshiba, Ms. Geraldine Rengiil, PCoRIE (Mr. T. Kimura), PCC (Ms. Mailee Andreas), PAN Coordinators (PANCs) and Conservation
Officers (COs)

Road-Mapping and ground rules
Session 1: Introduction
Expectations of PAN system for conservation of Palau's
biodiversity and the current situation of Marine PAN site
Management
(15-min presentation)
Facilitated by Ms. Tiare Holm

Mr. T. Kimura, PCoRIE

Welcome speech

2-1. Assess the current capacity of state governments on PAN
management
break-out groups and report back

Ms. M. Gouezo, PICRC

Welcome speech

Session 2: Gap Analysis of Capacity on PAN management

People Involved

Activities

DAY 1: Time
9:00AM-9:30AM

9:30AM-9:45AM

PICRC, PCoRIE, PANO, PCC-CE, PAN Coordinators (PANCs)/Conservation Officers (COs) of each of the 12 states that have MPAs in Palau

PICRC, PCoRIE, PANO, PCC-CE

PAN Coordinators Workshop

Attendance All Day :

Workshop Agenda
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~110min

1:00PM-1:10PM

Afternoon Attendance
Time

12:00PM-1:00PM

Finalizing the draft strategic Plan of capacity building on PAN
site management and next steps and prepare presentation for
governors
Session 6

1. Opening and welcome
Welcome speech

Finalizing the draft strategic Plan of capacity building on PAN
site management and next steps and prepare presentation for
governors
LUNCH (provided)
State Governors, PICRC, PCoRIE, PCC-CE, PANO, BMR, TNC, PCS,
JICA
Activites

Coffee break
Session 6

5-3. Other agencies identify opportunities for addressing
capacity building needs

5-2. Share the results from DAY 1 on possible programs for
capacity building with PICRC, PCC and PANO and how it fits to
the current needs and timeline

5-1. 20 min presentation by PANO/CO on Gap analysis of
current management strategy (Matrix prepared on Day 1)

10:10AM-12:00PM

10:10AM-10:30AM

~30min

~20 min

9:10AM-10:10AM

Review of Day 1
Session 5: Sharing the current situation on management
capacity of PAN site

PICRC, PCoRIE, PANO, ASPC, PCC-CE, TNC, PCS, BMR
Activities

DAY 2: Morning Attendance
DAY 2: Time
9:00AM-9:10AM

~5min

~60 min

Session 4: Possible programs of capacity building with existing
institutes and expertise with PICRC, PANO and PCC (fill in the
matrix on screen)
Discussion with participants on possible programs to meet the
needs from the session 2 using the matrix on screen. Detailed
definition of programs and trainings before meeting partner
agencies’ on Day 2
Evaluation of the day plus / delta

3:00PM-4:00PM

Geraldine Rengiil, PICRC

People Involved

PANO (Mr. K. Sam), PICRC (Mr. Lincoln Rehm, Ms. Shirley Koshiba, Ms. Geraldine Rengiil), P-CoRIE
(Mr. T. Kimura), PCC-CE (Ms. Mailee Andreas), BMR (Mr. Leon Remegesau), TNC (Mr. Steven
Victor), PCS (Mr. Mario Katosang, Ms. J. Ngotel)
PICRC, PCoRIE, PANO, PCC-CE, BMR, TNC, PCS, State Governors

Facilitated by Ms. Tiare Holm

PANO (Mr. K. Sam), PICRC (Mr. Lincoln Rehm, Ms. Shirley Koshiba, Ms. Geraldine Rengiil), P-CoRIE
(Mr. T. Kimura), PCC-CE (Ms. Mailee Andreas), BMR (Mr. Leon Remegesau), TNC (Mr. Steven
Victor), PCS (Mr. Mario Katosang, Ms. J. Ngotel)

PANO (Mr. K. Sam), PICRC (Mr. Lincoln Rehm, Ms. Shirley Koshiba, Ms. Geraldine Rengiil), P-CoRIE
(Mr. T. Kimura), PCC-CE (Ms. Mailee Andreas), BMR (Mr. Leon Remegesau), TNC (Mr. Steven
Victor), PCS (Mr. Mario Katosang, Ms. J. Ngotel)

Facilitated by Ms. Tiare Holm

Ms. Tiare Holm

People Involved

Facilitated by Ms. Tiare Holm

PANO (Mr. King Sam), PICRC (Mr. Lincoln Rehm, Ms. Shirley Koshiba, Ms. Geraldine Rengiil, PCoRIE (Mr. T. Kimura), PCC (Ms. Mailee Andreas), PAN Coordinators (PANCs) and Conservation
Officers (COs)

Facilitated by Ms. Tiare Holm
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PICRC
Governors

Closing speech

4:00PM-5:00PM

State Governors, PICRC, PCoRIE, PCC-CE, PANO, BMR, TNC, PCS, JICA

Closing speech

5. Closing Ceremony

3:30PM-3:45PM

State Governors, PICRC, PCoRIE, PCC-CE, PANO, BMR, TNC, PCS, JICA

Mr. Nobuaki MATSUI (JICA Palau Office)

4. Adaptation of the plan and next steps

2:15PM-3:30PM

Presentation by PANO
Presentation by PICRC, PCoRIE, PCC-CE, PANO, BMR, TNC, PCS

Mr. K. Sam, PANO Manager/Special Assistant to Minister MNRET

Closing speech

3. Discussion and finalizing the strategic plan

2:00PM-2:15PM

Welcome speech
2. Presentation of the proposed draft strategic plan for
capacity building to the state governors

2-1. Strategy matrix
2-2. Strategic Plan for capacity building on PAN management
Coffee break

1:15PM-2:00PM
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APPENDIX 4. PARTICIPANT REPORTS SUMMARY
Hatohobei
Capacity gaps and needs:
• A formal management plan and training in implementation
• Build skills in in communication and outreach for officers
• Training to build skills in report writing
•
• Updated equipment as well as training in management and maintenance of equipment and a person
in-charge
• Diving gear and survey materials
• Upgrade vehicles
• Strategic planning and confidence in enforcement
• Review of, and familiarization with, SOP
• Size-appropriate boat (need bigger boat)
• Enforcement equipment and confidence in enforcement skills, need training and equipment
Kayangel
Capacity gaps and needs:
• Awaiting establishment of a board
• coordinate with the governor
• review management plans and biosecurity plans
• PCS need to coordinate with the state
• Review and familiarization with SOP and deal with foreign vessels
• Not sure who prosecutes
• national agencies are the prosecuting bodies and states unable to effectively enforce their areas
• King – in Koror state, there is inter-agency cooperation which leads to much confusion
• connection between what the states do, in terms of SOP, and their cooperation with the national
government bodies
• always communicate with the community when there is something new or different
Melekeok
Capacity Gaps and Needs:
• The state has a board and some members are new. As the state gets more money from trust funds and
endowments the board needs training responsibility and roles
• The state needs a dedicated grants person/department. The state knows about the grants available but
not enough time or manpower to apply for those
• Applying to have a new MPA established by bul. PICRC needs to schedule with the states so they can
work together and learn from each other and training for monitoring.
• Need to determine current capacity for enforcement to see what the state can do now then if there is
trainings they can attend them in the future
• Need Internet! Access to the internet would help with monitoring and reporting
16
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• Need more training for monitoring
• Need working group to take a look at current science curriculum and integrate PAN sites
• Need legal advice to prosecute. Not many violations. “Presence is a major deterrent” Would like to
inform the community that there are people out there conducting surveillance on their MPA
• Need basic education and training. Compartmentalize their knowledge and abilities so they effectively
put groups together that can work as a great team
• Standardizing report formats.
• Need more practice using PPT and presenting, needs materials
• Needs more vehicles strictly for enforcement
• Clear SOP that translates from national down to the state
• Need training now so they can be on the ground and work efficiently
Ngardmau
Capacity Gaps and Needs:
• coordinate planning between state and OSCA
• management training
• Rules and regulations and SOP
• Monitoring plan/protocol
• Training to implement and conduct monitoring
• Education/outreach staff to work together to compile and relay conservation information and
messages to the community and partners
• Need floating outpost
• Rough terrain terrestrial vehicle for monitoring
• Training and mentoring on writing reports
• Need proper equipment and knowledge of how to use them, examples: emergency rescue
Ngchesar
Capacity Gaps and Needs:
• Need a board to advise the governor.
• Need to know what is required for reporting
• Need to strengthen awareness on the difference between monitoring and surveillance
• Increase knowledge of a monitoring and management plan
• Need to strengthen awareness on management needs, such as equipment and staff.
• Rules and regulations are being reviewed by legal advisor
• Need a prioritized list of activities
• Need to follow the schedule of activities
• Need regular monitoring schedule
• Need proper maintenance rules and schedule
• Need rules and regulations for enforcement
• Need more support and cooperation
• Need a monitoring schedule and practice to monitor the MPA
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PAN Capacity Action Plan Matrix
LEVEL

STATE

CATEGORY

Enforcement

NEEDS

Rules and
regulations

CAPACITY BUILDING
PROGRAMS

Technical and legal assistance

RESPONSIBLE

Possible Program

AGENCY

Year 1

Year
2

Year
3

Year
4

PANO* (x)

x

x

X

x

X

x

AGs Office
PCS
Enforcement

MPA MGMT and
Planning

MPA MGMT and
Planning

Coordination
between state
and national

Special meeting between PAN
management committee, AGs
office, ministry of justice, etc
and PANO, PANO possibly to
facilitate

PANO* (x)

x

AGs Office

prefer
by
June
2015

Coordination
between site
manager and
the
board/advisory
council and
governor (MPA
MGMT)

Both national workshop with
board, governors and national
government and site by site
retreats

PANO* (x)

Clarify roles,
management
planning and
implementation

Same as above

Ministry of
Justice

x

Governors’
Association
Traditional
Chiefs

PANO* (x)

x

Governors’
Association
Traditional
Chiefs

PAN

COORDINATORS

MPA MGMT and
Planning

Monitoring
protocol and
plan

Training/workshop on:

PICRC (Marine)

1) how to develop a
monitoring plan;

PANO (Marine)

2) Mentoring on how to
implement the monitoring
plan;
3)Technical assistance on
training on monitoring
methods;
4) PANO needs to standardize
a monitoring approach based
on best practices (marine &
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(Terrestrial)
BNM
(Terrestrial)
PICRC (Socioeconomics)

x

x
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terrestrial)*

Education and
Outreach

Education
Officer,
development of
educational/out
reach plans

Hiring

PCC*(x)

(e.g. one outreach officer for
PANO to help with all states?)

PCS

x

x

X

x

x

x

X

x

x

x

x

x

x

X

X

PREL
Or build on skills
RARE
Training on developing
educational and outreach
materials/campaign

MC

Make an MOU between states
and PCC, integration in
curriculum for elementary
schools
Reporting and
Communication

Report writing

Creation of final standardized
report template;

PANO*(x)
PCC

1 week workshop writing
skills/ a writing class (8 weeks
or 2 weeks / 3months) at PCC;

Equipment and
Materials

Equipment
maintenance

Mentoring

PICRC (help on
report
structure/men
toring)

Hiring of maintenance staff;

PCC*(x)

2 day workshop to develop a
maintenance plan;

PANO
(mentorship)

Mentor on site to develop
maintenance plan,
Inventory and assessment of
equipment
Reporting and
Communication,
Marine
Monitoring Skills

Data analysis

Data analysis workshop ;

PICRC*(x)

Mentoring on site to assist
with data management

PCS
PALARIS
PANO
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Enforcement

Policies and
procedures

Adaptive template for the
needs of state ;

PANO*(x)

x

x

X

x

PANO*(x)

x

x

X

x

x

x

X

x

x

x

X

X

Technical assistance to
develop a template and
mentoring
Conservation
Officers

Enforcement

SOP

Site-by-site technical
assistance; possible workshop
with PAN coordinators/COs

Fish & Wildlife
MOJ

Reporting and
Communication

Marine
Monitoring Skills

Presentation
skills (including
power point
use)

Training on an annual basis,
mentorship

Marine
Monitoring
training

Training on monitoring skills
(theory and field) on an
annual basis

PCC*(x)
PCS

PICRC*(x)
PANO
PCC

Equipment &
Materials

SCUBA
equipment

Include SCUBA equipment
into budget

PANO*(x)

x

x

X

x

Equipment &
Materials

Maintenance
training and
plan

Addressed above

PCC*(x)

x

x

X

x

How to be a role
model, gain
more
recognition

One day meeting ;

PANO*(x)

x

x

X

x

Site by site retreats ;
mentoring students from high
school, PCC (e.g. summer
camp program)

PAN
Coordinators&
Governors*
MCCA
PNYC
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APPENDIX 5. WORKSHOP MINUTES
Palau PAN Coordinators’ Workshop: Capacity Building
Koror, Palau
November 20, 2014
9AM

THURSDAY, DAY 1
Started Time: 9:21AM
- Ms. M. Gouezo welcoming remarks, PICRC
- Mr. T. Kimura welcoming remarks, PCoRIE
Road-Mapping and Ground Rules: Tiare Holmes explains and discuss about the workshop roadmap and ground
rules and the purpose of the PAN workshop.
 Agenda
- King Sam: Expectations of PAN system for conservation of Palau’s biodiversity and the current
situation of Marine PAN site management
 Ground-Rules
 Parking Lot/Boat Marina
 Housekeeping
- Registration
- Food and Refreshment
SESSION 1: Introduction
 King Sam, PAN Office-Management Needs Moving Forward Protected Area Network, Ministry of Natural
Resources, Environment & Tourism
 OVERVIEW:
- Protected Areas Management Effectiveness (PAME) Evaluations
- *Developing trends
- Nat Geo Report
- PAN Strategic Plan & System-wide Plan (MNRET)
 PAME Questionnaire:
5 Management Levels:
1. Initiation
2. Establishment
3. Implementation
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4. Sustainability
5. Institutionalization
 Passing grade is 75% and above
 Management Categories:
*Biophysical, Conservation Effect, Ecosystem Services, Enforcement, Finance,
Infrastructure/equipment, legal, planning, socio-economic, staffing, stakeholders, traditional
knowledge
 Developing Trends
*Biophysical & Socioeconomic Monitoring
How do we know it is working?
*Sustainable Financing
Tourism Revenues, Penalty Fees?
*Appropriate legislation/rules & regulations
Can you issue a valid citation?
*Stakeholder engagement
Do you have community support?
*Standard Operating Procedures
What exactly do you do?
*Uniform Ranking System
Are your duties & responsibilities playing their roles?
 National Geographic Report
*Most of the MPAs had larger biomass of the “resource fish”. Difference between MPAs and Protected
Areas are that MPAs are 5 times more protective to marine life.
 Conclusions of Nat Geo Report
*There were no difference in coral cover and benthic community structure between MPAs and
adjacent unprotected areas, therefore the greater abundance of the resource fish inside MPAs is due
to protection and not to differences in the state of
 PAN Institutional Capacity Building
-PAN O has been operating without a strategic plan and/or management plan
-Begun developing a strategic plan for PAN Office and later a PAN system-wide management plan.
-An objective of this workshop is the development of a Strategic Plan for Capacity Building
-The purpose of the workshop will help them with the strategic plan and financial managing and drive
to help out PAN.
 PAN Draft Organization Chart
Four employees only
*Clarence Polloi: When will the report be done to help out the states on their weaknesses and needs? December or January
*Kevin Mesebeluu: What classifications will help you better fundraise, or be more flexible? More
opportunities of grants and help from states and different agencies
*If you reclassify will the state be affected? -operated through fund so it won’t affect the states’ positions, the
national system will secure their positions, even when the administration changes.
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*Asailee Yamada: When administration changes everything will change and we will have to start over. That is
the issues that states are concerned.

SESSION 2: Gap Analysis of Capacity on PAN management
 group work to fill in the matrix
*Group 1: Airai State, Ngiwal State, & Ngchesar State
*Group 2: Koror State & Helen Reef
*Group 3: Ngardmau State, Melekeok State, & Kayangel State
 Group Discussion:
AIRAI STATE
1. Laws and citation implementations and enforcement, included into the national system?
2. Needs status for PAN conservation officer
HATOHOBEI STATE
Gaps: PAN Coordinator - management planning limited understanding
1. Need: more training and developing and implementation
2. Lack of communication skills, and need more training, but we do have communication officers, but lack
of skills for report writing
3. Lack skills of data analysis. We are collecting more data but we lack the capacity in data analysis
Communication and outreach: lack of skills. Again training and workshops
1. Lack of adequate equipment, but needs to be upgrade and need maintenance skills for a person in
charge of maintaining these equipment-diving gears, materials for survey. Upgrade vehicle and fuel for
transportation
2. Cons. Officer gaps-Lack of appropriate boat and fuels. We need more review on the SOP. Because not
familiar with it.
3. Need: need bigger boat; CO-enforcement-trainings, equipment
Tiare comments: slightly different because they are enforcing against foreign fishing vessels
4. Conservation officers’ gaps
5. Time frame: next year
KAYANGEL STATE
MPA Management and Planning Gaps:
1. no board, governor was part of planning team, they need to coordinate with the governor
2. Governor has a pending things so they haven’t been able to review management plans and biosecurity
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3. They have the Northern reef project and PICRC is the monitoring body so they aren’t worried about
monitoring
4. Fabio is the Education and Outreach Officer for PCS so they need to coordinate with state
5. Enforcement needs training and implementation
6. The enforcement needs SOP
 SOP Training
7. They have lots of foreign vessels infringing on their resources so they need to review their SOP and
become familiar with it so they can deal with those situations
8. The conservation officer also needs to familiarize themselves with the SOP, who prosecutes? Because
right now national agencies are the prosecuting bodies and the states are left without the ability to
effectively enforce their areas
9. Making link between rules and regulations and prosecution and appliances at the national level.
10. The lack of SOP between the states.
11. They do report and communicates with the community
Kayangel: doesn’t have any good written maintenance plan
12. Materials Maintenance Plan?
MELEKEOK STATE:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Has a board; the current board needs training on responsibilities and roles
The state needs a dedicated grants officer to help with applying with grants
Applying with a new MPA
Training and access to PICRC standard monitoring practices
Marine Monitoring Skills is training skills with PICRC
Education and Outreach is curriculum access to MOE, working with MOE, PREL and other agencies
Enforcement is lack of legal advice, access to lawyer or legal advices
They are currently involved in Education and Outreach but they are finding it hard to connect what
they learn in school to what is in Palau and even their MPA when the students visit, can PAN join a
working group to take a look at the current science curriculum
9. MPA Management and Planning
-project planning scheduling; -experience and time, job security; the conservation officers are lack of
education and training skills; they have 13 staff members
10. Reporting and Communication
-standard reporting formats; development of standard documents
11. Marine Monitoring Skills
-no skills; they need more practice for confidence; equipment materials and presentation materials
12. Enforcement
-Clear SOP surveillance
NGARDMAU STATE
1. Gaps of state: lack of management and planning
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2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

OSCA and state has a lack of communication
Reporting and communication: lack of reporting and monitoring skills
Training for reporting and monitoring skills
The conservation officers needs skills on reports and training, technical skills
Marine Monitoring: PAN coordinator and Conservation officers working with PICRC with monitoring
activities but they need a lot of trainings in order to be able to protect and conserve the MPAs.
7. Education and Outreach for PAN coordinator lack of staff and education and outreach staff, they need
a floating outpost, money build outpost, lack of proper and appropriate tools and equipment.
8. Conservation officers have lack of proper tools equipment skills, no proper rescue equipment
9. Transport- lack of transportation between sites.
10. Melekeok- has database to keep their reports.
NGCHESAR STATE
IN NEED OF MAINTENANCE PLAN!!
1. The State is not fully aware of the plan. Government didn’t really review the law and just adopted it to
be a law. There is no board.
2. NO need for a board to advise the coordinator.
Reporting and communication has no timely reporting and they need to develop reporting schedules
because they don’t even have knowledge of what to do.
3. Marine Monitoring Skills are not aware of it, they have no clue of the difference between surveillance
and monitoring skills, they don’t have knowledge of their monitoring and management plan.
4. They need to know what is in the management plan.
5. They need to justify and specifically to explain what are the materials need for and they need more
information on what he is to do for monitoring.
6. Transportation: not aware
7. Enforcement: Law is in process, it’s done with the state government and its in review with their legal
advisors
PAN Coordinator:
8. No regular schedule to follow for marine monitoring. They only go during the trainings.
9. There are no maintenance rules for equipment. He comes up with his own rules for maintaining their
equipment.
10. Enforcement: THERE ARE NO RULES AND REGULATIONS!!!
PAN Conservation Officers
11. MPA management and planning
12. Plan and management exist, but somehow people doesn’t cooperate or follow
13. Monitoring skills is there, because they been trained by PICRC, but they don’t have permanent
schedule for monitoring
14. Education and outreach
15. All officers are required to maintain their own gears and equipment. Also lacks equipment.
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16. Enforcement: there are no real laws and regulation in place, so what they do is just chase poachers out
of the MPA.
17. Melekeok: we help each other out during education and outreach program with the neighboring states.
Asailee- PVA did awareness program, any of you familiar with the event? But Kayangel did not participate
18. Everybody else has marine protected areas, and most of the conservation officers are scuba certified,
but no scuba equipment.
NGIWAL
WE DO HAVE A BOARD! BUT THE ROLES OF BOARD AND THE GOVT ARE NOT SPECIFIED
State gaps:
1. Conservation officers are incompetent and don’t have the reporting skills. Lack of information sharing.
2. State is not interested in monitoring. So they don’t know why they should it. Ask assistance if they
need to monitor
3. State doesn’t support because it’s not their priorities.
4. PAN Coordinator is not consistent with education and outreach.
5. Equipment and materials-they do have. State have the priorities so they get to use the materials even
if we have use for them
6. Transportation: same as equipment
7. Enforcement: State does not support.
8. Conservation officer should have confidence and get deputized so they get the full confidence to go
about their work, and also be more respected.
9. Rules and regulations are not yet in place. Still waiting for the Olbiil people.
10. Maintenance: Ngiwal has a repair shop and maintenance office through the public works of Ngiwal
state and other neighboring state.so we have schedules for maintaining and surveying their equipment
and materials,
11. Tiare: is the board not empowered to
12. Ngiwal-more from Governor.
13. PAN Coordinator GAPS; empowerment
KOROR STATE
MPA management and planning:
Tiare-How many people do annual planning with their group before the next year?
Melekeok-have annual work plan, but no individual work plan
Airai-know where his rangers at and what they are doing, and what needs to be done. They just need to do
their work plan and just need to report back on where they at on their work plan.
Tiare-everybody needs to have individual work plan, so when you have the annual review of your employees
you can compare it with the annual work plan to see if they achieved what was planned for that year
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1. They have an education outreach program so it would be beneficial for the other states to learn from
what we have done and then also help make it better
2. They need bigger facilities for their equipment
3. Enforcement-Ranking system is based on when they were hired, seniority, so when someone is not
able to work then the next “oldest” person comes up and they may not have knowledge on how to
enforce
4. They also need a boat that can be used for only patrolling, 3 boats.
Kayangel-just asking because from what I know, you guys had a lot of boats
Koror-because of maintenance-quarterly maintenance, daily maintenance, and yearly, it’s very costly.

*Common Needs: State Level





Rules and regulations (enforcement)-technical and legal assistance-PAN O
Coordination between the site manager, board/ advisory council and governor-both national workshop with
board governors and national and site by site retreats.-PAN O
Coordination between the state and national (enforcement)-special meeting between the PAN management
committee, AG, PAN Office, Ministry of Justice, etc. (possibly PAN Office will facilitate)-PAN O
Clarify roles-covered by meeting stated above-PAN O

*Common Needs: PAN Coordinators Level









Monitoring protocol and plan (MPA MGMT)-training and workshop on how to develop a monitoring plan;
mentoring on how to implement the monitoring plan; technical assistance on training on monitoring methods;
PAN Office needs to standardize a monitoring approach based on best practices. (marine & terrestrial)-PICRC &
PCS
*NOTE: Annual Refresher Training. (Every year)
Educate officers, development of education/outreach plans-Hiring, Training on development and outreach
materials/campaign –PCC, PCS, PICRC, PREL & RARE
Report writing-Creation of a final standardized report template, training in a 1 week workshop, participate in a
class in PCC for 8 weeks or 2 week or 3 months, mentoring-PCC, PCS AND PAN O
Equipment maintenance-2 day workshop to develop a maintenance plan, mentor on site to develop
maintenance plan-PCC
Data collection and analysis-workshop and field-training data collection, data analysis workshop, mentoring to
help set up a database and get a system in place-PICRC,PCS, POLARIS, EQPB
Policies and procedures-adaptive template for the needs of state, technical assistance and monitoring to
develop a template and mentoring-PAN O

*Common Needs: Conservation Officer Level




SOP (Standard Operation Procedure) (enforcement)-side by side with technical assistance and possible
workshop with PAN coordinators-PAN O, FISH & WILDLIFE
Presentation skills-training on annual basis-PCC, PCS, & PICRC
Monitoring training-training on monitoring skills (theory and field) on an annual basis-PICRC
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SCUBA equipment-include in budget
Maintenance training and plan- above
Being a role model-site by site retreats , mentoring students from high schools , PCC in example of Summer
Camp program at Ebiil. Guam Fish and Wild Life conservation officers training program for 3 months. –PNYC,
MCCA
*Conservation of the year program of each state.

Ending Time: 4:10 PM

Palau PAN Coordinators’ Workshop: Capacity Building
Koror, Palau
November 21, 2014
9AM

FRIDAY, DAY 2
Started Time: 9:30AM
1. Review of Day 1 OUTPUTS
















PAN coordinators put together matrix that identify the gaps and needs of capacity building on PAN management
Issue of clarifying roles(coordinators and governors)-need site by site retreat
PAN coordinators felt that many of them need help with developing their management plan and monitoring
plan
Not just training, they need a mentoring to help them finalize their plans
Need technical assistance with getting trained with monitoring methods
Need PANO to standardized monitoring process across
Increased frequency of trainings (annually)
Training is limited, and it’s kind of overwhelmed because they only one day at the field. Not all of the cons
officers have opportunities to attend these trainings.
PAN Coordinators- need a separate person who is focused on education and outreach. Need training on
campaign materials for education and outreach. Need training on report writing. Need to create a standardized
template for reports. They felt that this area also needs somebody that can mentor them on site.
Equipment and materials-maintaining of equipment
Need to develop a maintenance plan.
Felt that they need a 2 day workshop on developing a maintenance plan with a mentor to be with them on site.
They have all the materials, but more on maintaining them
Workshop on data analysis, mentors assist them on site and building a database.
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Enforcement-major gap developing policies and procedures. Many states don’t have policies and procedures.
Would be Helpful to have adaptive template for policies and procedures that can be used across all states, and
need SOP for everything.
Conservation officers-site by site mentor, or technical assistance to help them develop a draft SOP (could be link
to hold a workshop)
Trainings (ex: training in Guam)
Preparing and using Power point-annual trainings
Marine monitoring-on an annual basis (classroom and field)
They are scuba certified, but lack the gears.
King: easier to just rent rather than buying them gears.
o Coordinators mentioned that they want their cons officers to know how to be a role model.
Through site by site retreats, brining students, linking with other organizations (summer camps)to help build personal development
o one week workshop on report writing
o 8 weeks writing class for cons off that focused on report writing

2. Identify possible activities that can be implemented for the next 5yrs.


Capacity to fundraise-multiple states says that they need money, but nobody mentioned on skills on
how to raise funds.
 Idea of having a trust fund separate from the state (to have a dedicated grant officer so they don’t
totally depend on PAN
 Yim-what do the state want with the monitoring? How much of their time spent on buoys, surveillance,
and patrolling? Since the trainings, how often do they go out and do surveys.
King-could be because it’s specifically for MPAs…
Tiare- Confusion between surveillance and monitoring -no monitoring plan to follow because of other
priorities
King-is it possible for them to start monitoring and just give to PICRC to enter?
Yim-entering data is easy; it’s the extracting data from the photo that takes time.
 Lot of effort and time to do trainings, but they probably take us for granted. We do not to waste time
 We need to be clear of where we want to head. We need the commitment from the states.
Tiare-voicing out on behalf of the pan coordinators and cons officers-they need a plan, a monitoring plan.
Steven- It’s a question of priority because to me it is not a big deal to develop a monitoring plan. Understand
what the state need for monitoring, but is it a priority that needs to be focused on?
Tiare-you can ask PICRC
Yim-if we need to do that, we need just a time and focus for monitoring. We cannot do this if there’s no effort
to monitor from the states.
Steven-state PAN programs are not set up to do monitoring, but more of patrolling on their MPAs ,so if
trainings are available they attend, but when they return back to their states they go back to their regular
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programs. Their programs are not structured to do monitoring. The concept of ecological monitoring is really
an issue.
King-what Steven is saying is relevant. They see management as surveillance and patrolling……
Tiare-in terms of monitoring, they need to do it because they need to report back to the community
King and Yim felt that this needs to be discussed with the governors, because the monitoring might be pan
coordinator’s priority but not for the governors.
Kimura-usually skills and designs for monitoring are different. What we usually do, is just the method on how
to monitor, I think we need to include……
Yim-maybe it’s good to hold meeting with the PAN coordinators, and maybe even the board so that they are
more aware of what’s going to happen, what are their priorities, and what to expect from the trainings before
the trainings. It would also help to prioritize their needs.
King-issue is no real schedule and not really organized. They have to have clear roles and day to day list of

activities.

3. Develop and populate the strategy matrix

4. Present the capacity building strategy and action plan to the governors

5. Gain endorsement of the strategy and action plan
Shirley-is socio economic a requirement for PAN, and is it included in their (state) management plan?
King-Some of them have in their management plan and some don’t. They have started integrating socio econ
into their management plan.
 Equipment maintenance- particular expertise to teach a particular skill (ex: boat maintenance expert teach or do
workshop on boat maintenance)
 Data analysis: they need to collect their data, bring them in, then we can look at data analysis as the next
training
 They need training on monitoring method.

Yim-does the coordinator wants training on data analysis?
 Policy and procedures
 Need tech assistance to further develop a template-PANO
 How to be a role model->site by site retreats; monitoring students from high schools; one day meeting;
Characteristics of being a role model ->conservation officer of the year; working with the coordinator
 incorporate that in their plan symposiums
 Multiple Coordinators felt that they need to improve their management skills?
 PCS has been training them on management skills
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 Do you think that there are important issues that the coordinators might have missed?

End time: 11:42am

LUNCH BREAK

Start time: 13:30
Schedule of Afternoon Events
1. Opening and welcome
2. Presentation of the proposed draft strategic plan for capacity building to the state Governors
a. Strategy matrix
b. Strategic plan for capacity on PAN management
3. Discussion and finalizing the strategic plan
4. Adaptation of the plan and next steps
5. Closing ceremony






Opening Ceremony (MC Shirley Koshiba) 13:25pm <-START
Welcome Speech (Geraldine) 13:25pm
Welcome Speech (King) 13:27pm
Introduction of Facilitator/Finish 13:32pm

Tiare – Introduce what we have done over the past day and a half then presenting the final matrix that was
developed (Strategic plan matrix)
Presentation of matrix (13:33pm)
Basic introduction of the strategic plan and the purpose of it

STATE LEVEL GAPS/NEEDS/PROGRAMS (13:35pm)
1. ENFORCEMENT:
Koror J. Olegeriil- has rules and regulations but other states are lacking
Ngaraard Governor - Does rules and regulations have to be different for each state?
Tiare - Usually because some states may have terrestrial and MPAs and also certain species. But overall there
should be a very basic rules and regulations then tailor fit for each state
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Ngaraard Governor- Why not ask the national government take responsibility for rules and regulations for
each state?
Tiare – that’s why we should have an overall basic template then you can make your rules and regulations
custom fit to your state
Ngiwal Governor - What happened to APCO’s template?
Tiare – We didn’t have anyone who could speak on behalf of APCO
King – APCO is basically and enforcement scheme, trying to build capacity for conservation officers, working
with PAN to kind of facilitate implementation of different projects. Rules and regulations don’t go through
APCO
Tiare – PCS has developed a rules and regulations template
Kayangel Governor – is this part of the system-wide management plan for PAN?
King – PAN system wide management plan is not really concrete so that is what the different workshops are
for (this one, other workshops on management, etc.). The PAN management committee is different because
they have the governors
Kayangel Governor – So can this be a part of the PAN management plan?
King and Yim – yes
Yim – next management committee we should present this to get more review and feedback
Kayangel – yes
Yim – this is why we and other organizations are in here. If we do a training then the state should endorse it
and commit. We don’t want to conduct trainings and then not get support from the state and then have
wasted resources. We want it to benefit for both parties.
Tiare – I think in terms of the rules and regulations, the PAN Coordinators identified this is needed at the state
level so the conservation teams are empowered to enforce their MPAs
Kayangel Governor – We need money so that we can afford to hire someone
Tiare – If you know you will be working on rules and regulations in your annual work plan then….
King – Rules and regulations is part of the legal process of the state. The state has to develop the laws and
regulations first then PAN can assist in implementing those rules and regulations
Kayangel Governor – Definitely need this
Tiare – We want to make sure that the states get what they need to get rules and regulations started, whether
a template or a facilitator
Kayangel Governor– when is this going to happen?
Tiare – ongoing
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 ENFORCEMENT: Coordination between State and National Government 13:51
Kayangel Governor – The time it takes to initiate means that this needs to happen now ASAP.
Tiare – First 6 months?
King – We can coordinate the meeting very early but the outcome will take a while
Kayangel Governor – Thank you. Yes, we need to get this started and then get 100% support from everyone
now

2. MPA MANAGEMENT/PLANNING: Coordination between boards, governors, and national government and
then identifying the roles of all parties
Tiare – does the Airai plan call for a board?
Airai Wanda – yes a taskforce but we aren’t really sure what their roles are
Tiare – maybe some process where the states are able to clarify the roles of the taskforce and boards
Tiare – national and site by site workshop
Kayangel Governor – we aren’t really sure what the purpose of the board is so we need some help
Ngiwal Governor – The state law does state a board when we implement PAN system so we have a board and
they are pretty active but we would like to work more closely with PANO
Tiare – you think the national workshop where states can share their experiences with having or not having a
board would be good?
Kayangel Governor – yes that would be great so we can clarify what the board does
Ngiwal Governor– The governor at the time of implementing a new board
Tiare – it is in your management plan that you should have a board but then you realized that this may not be
the best way to go about it so you can adapt your management plans. The PAN coordinators were a little
confused because they thought that if you have a plan you should have board
Kayangel Governor – how many states have a management plan that calls for establishment of a board?
King – I’m not exactly sure but there are some states that don’t have boards

PAN COORDINATORS GAPS/NEEDS/PROGRAMS (14:06)
1. MPA MANGEMENT/PLANNING: Monitoring protocol and plan
Ngiwal – We really need to identify what the difference between surveillance and monitoring. I hope we can
address
Melekeok Kevin – The officers of APCO are trained to enforce
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Yim – The AG is the one who is supposed to inform of violations and prosecute. We should inform the AG
office to let us know what we can collect
King – We would like for the national government to be able to work with the state so that they can help
prosecute violators at the state level
King – Office of AG for misdemeanors
Koror J. Olegeriil – I agree with governor of Ngiwal. Before we send the cases we should standardize the forms
for the officers to fill out so it’s not different between all the states and then training on how to fill out the
forms and process. So standardize forms otherwise we will have different
Ngiwal Governor: for PAN, Dr. Golbuu from beginning when we talked about hiring officers. When I talked to
Wayne, have same or equal salary for all of the officers like National Government, so that they will want to
come to work at the state, instead of going to police academy. It became clear that they can be at State level
and get paid at National Gov. Scale, and can loan from banks so not just be National employee and can qualify
for NDBP. This was the major idea
Tiare: we made a note of that, but it is really important and will include it as part of this strategy
Ngiwal Governor: our recommendation to Wayne, to get salary similar to National scale not just minimum
wage. Delegate Kesolei from Ngardmau State same as National level for enforcement
Kayangel Governor: just like incident that happened in the north, better to formulate rules and regulations in
terms of citation.
Tiare: touched a little bit of it, SOP kind like what conservation officers; in addition that might come in with
SOP for the conservation officers and we made a special note of it. Are you okay with the ecological and socioecon protocol in plan? Workshops wit mentoring and working with PICRC to standardize
King: if we are talking about Education and MOE, if we plan to work with ministry we must add MOE
Tiare: I know some of the states were mentioning that we really needed to get into curriculum so students
gets some idea of some species fish birds form their states, part of curriculum

REPORT Writing
Jerome: there has to be

Equipment maintenance
Ngaraard Governor: Why not hire one maintenance man for each state, instead of taking class at PCC?
Someone who know how, a mechanic from each state
Yim: That’s a good idea, if state want to hire there is no issue
Tiare: you can put it in your budget
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King: we can be like finance officer of the state, allocate time to PAN so if you have public work that can
dedicate time to PAN then get a percentage from PAN
Ngaraard Governor: yea but this is two animals, PAN and STATE: we want to talk about someone to maintain
that, that might create problems between state and PAN
Melekeok Kevin: we can see level of funding if we can hire additional staff to be responsible for each PAN
state, we need best way
Ngaraard Governor: PAN officers are not trained to drive boat, don’t mix these animals, to drive boat we have
to find someone
Tiare: Jennifer Olegeriil how does Koror state do boat
Koror J. Olegeriil: we have someone employed to operate boat, we have PAN boat and use state mechanics to
fix the boats
Ngiwal Governor: Koror State is much established; but with Ngiwal PAN is different from state, just like cars,
boats if broken there is no auto shop or mechanic we bring to local dealer boat to mercury and car to others,
but we hired officers who can drive boat and cars, maybe coordinators and officers says they need it but
coordinators manageable enough to manage asset of state. Only Koror State can do that but we bring to shop.
Just like teaching someone to use machete to clear the forest, all Palauan’s can do it
Tiare: different states act differently some states may opt to bring their things to a specialized mechanic
Melekeok Kevin: mentioned by Ngiwal Governor of assets for maintenance of their things
Airai Wanda: we do not have mechanic
Tiare: responsibility of your state a two day workshop or they bring their things to others

DATA ANALYSIS
Governor Ngiwal: I think most states have established except for PAN, have land authority, zoning with Master
Plan, but in terms of data for PAN; (APCO) to identify databank different state. See weakness of my people,
asking for information trying to work with two of them teaching them to use GPS to log in where information
was taken, taken from an area but lost; they are kept in office but will benefit. King is here maybe PANO can
create database or you can use PICRC or PCS
King: there is a database at PICRC collect, analyze and use it now, but other agency do have but not one place
where they are store. PICRC have only MPA but not terrestrial we need one place where we can place all and
access them when needed.
Governor Ngiwal: doing monitoring every day and just leave them, coordinator, keep their own record, now
how many are there? 13
Airai Wanda: there was a suggestion for PALARIS to keep them
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Tiare: everyone agrees, planting seeds, PANO and PICRC we need a single database that’s where you go to get
information from PAN States
Governor Ngiwal: capability of state to use but only one office to be located
Tiare: they can just enter that data into that database in one place
Ngaraard Jerome: want to ask and say something. This actually for data analysis and monitoring, we need
people we can hire to specifically to do this, we have different my officers can’t do that. In order to solve that
problem, I know we have limited funds, but some things PANO gets angry I am sorry King but like my governor
says one maintenance for all, if boat breaks they take care of it, if car breaks down one person change oil for
that car so conservation officer does not worry about it we are trying to solve these problems. Data analysis if
we dedicate one person to that office, we have computer that’s laying around not being used. If a person is
there we can do training and enter data inside and share with PCS that can solve if we train coordinators we
won’t have time to do our work
Tiare: separate position for data person from yesterday
Melekeok Kevin: wonder if we can tap to JICA to provide expertise,
Yim: Dave can just come in to create database, someone to collect data and enter the data we can help you on
analysis, we have database for monitoring protocol if this is the need, but first we have to get the data, there
is a national GEF database. We just say Dave do this and he’ll do it, but after that then what? So saying
creating database is not an issue , expert is not an issue for EQPB, PALARIS, we can do the training for
database and enter and how far we can take that and what we can provide only marine not terrestrial
Governor Ngiwal: so we do it and then what, we save them and then what is it used for? PCS helped upgrade
state treasurer so PAN does not hire someone to do it, use state treasurer and part of their salary comes from
PAN, so if there is a know how then cost must be shared, Jerome touched that we can share cost. So question
is keeping data for National record, so if others want to know what countries have what?
Yim: so those information can help so state says we have closure so we can use data for management,
databank is just for back up idea for safe keeping of data, PALARIS makes map for Ngiwal. So there is database.
Number on purpose- state needs this information for suggestions for closure, so monitoring will help in that
regard in terms of monitoring
PCS Joyce: when we started this discussion and data analysis; this cannot be learned in a week, at least there is
data and PICRC can help with analysis
Kayangel Governor: did we touch collection?
Tiare: its’ on conservation officers; linking that issue of the need for monitoring plans and issue of analysis and
database and that each state has their monitoring plans which is standardize who is going to house there its
PAN PALARIS but everyone is collecting but entering into that center data bank so that everyone can have
access to it because communities want to know if we are achieving what we want to achieve, same with
donors and partners. Just a matter of linking with
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Koror J. Olegeriil: is that database remember Dr. Golbuu we had the same discussion the input of that data we
can have expert, we going to train officers collection is ok, but to train on analysis then we need to your
scientific expertise, that input of that data into the database, we need expert data analysis for that site where
the data was collected. Whatever analysis comes we use to make decision of enforcement or to where we
feed fish, we can only teach Koror State rangers, but we need expert in science; need feedback so that we can
change closure in an area
Kevin: I want to say something about terrestrial since Dr. Golbuu deals only with Marine, so it’s not so much
because analysis needs more time. We want data when accessed to be coded so when accessed it will be
easier; so PICRC can house data, but state stores these data
Yim: We have that in the library; if you say Ngardok everything is in Monitoring data, database is for raw data,
that needs to be clear, what I am talking about is database for raw data like number of red snapper
Tiare: so it’s not officers that are doing the data analysis but coordinators
Enforcement:
All agreed

CONSERVATION OFFICERS (14:55)
Standard Operating Procedures
Ngiwal – Wayne is on your board right?
Yim – yep
Agreed
Presentation skills and PowerPoint usage
Agreed
Marine monitoring training
Agreed
SCUBA equipment
Ngiwal – yeah, every state free dives except Angaur
Tiare – so this is a state by state basis
Maintenance training and planning
Agreed?
Role models needed and need to be recognized
Agreed
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ADDITIONAL IDEAS (15:04)











3 month fish and wildlife program in Guam?
Reward? Conservation officer of the year
Certificate for PAN conservation officers when they complete training (PCC and PANO)
Are states considering databases? Already discussed
GIS/GPS/Mapping training, some states need to get GPS or hardware and training to use it
Grants office at the state
Conservation officers of the month/year
Need to increase skills in management planning
Building team management capacity
Evaluations of this capacity strategic plan need to happen within this 4 year plan

NEXT STEPS (15:10)
1. Gain commitment from the states for the capacity building plan and activities
2. Develop a more comprehensive strategy
3. Develop cost estimates and budgeting
4. Plan for evaluation of the capacity building plan
Kayangel Governor– this was really good. Like I said at the beginning the governors would like to endorse their
PAN site there has to be a good understanding between all governors, coordinators 13 representing all states;
but this goes to States with PAN sites and there may be many ideas but we don’t know how to start
implementing this. There is no problem with this program, we have to get agreement from everyone, it has to
be uniform with everyone.
Tiare: we have five states represented here, Airai, Ngaraard, Ngiwal, Koror, Melekeok, and Kayangel. We take
this plan to management plan, we have to take to Governors Association
Kayangel Governor: We don’t see any problems, few items, like maintenance state have a way
Ngiwal Governor: You guys have put together we can look at management level, but through your
commitment and effort have put this together if we put in management committee, for those governors
absent, we use this to move forward with, instead of without anything but keep going. Chairman of committee
for Governors Association from PAN is Governor of Peleliu. I am sure we will, but my recommendation, bring
to management committee but we must bring to Governors Association its best that maybe King knows, if
Tiare or Kevin comes, we can convince those
Tiare: is it fair to say that all states in room right now, embrace the plan?
ALL AGREE
Kayangel Governor: those identified by coordinators, we can share, since they have identified, but not told us
directly, have pinpointed there needs so we have addressed, we have written in black and white, with
management committee, so what is next?
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Tiare: Governors and CEO thanks for inviting me to this meeting. I have another workshop to go to for climate
change
Yim – Thank you for coming last minute we know that there were a lot of other things going on and we really
are happy you are here to endorse PAN’s plans
Melekeok Kevin – maybe we can come up with a schedule of when we can present this to the management
committee then maybe we can come up with a solid schedule
CLOSING CEREMONY AND GROUP PHOTO (15:25)
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